OpenDNSSEC 2.X Documentation

The goal of OpenDNSSEC is to have a complete DNSSEC zone signing system which maintains stability and security of signed domains. DNSSEC adds many cryptographic concerns to DNS; OpenDNSSEC automates those to allow current DNS administrators to adopt DNSSEC. This document provides DNS administrators with the necessary information to get the system up and running with a basic configuration.

OpenDNSSEC 2 has been released July 7, 2016. In large part OpenDNSSEC 2.0 is similar to 1.4. Especially regarding the signer, workflow, policies and configuration. At this moment the documentation here focuses on the difference between the two releases. In the coming months this space will be brought up to par with the OpenDNSSEC 1.4 Documentation. Until that time users will find the answers to most questions there.

For support we encourage users to subscribe to our mailinglist.
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